


The following 1d10 list of giant rat-themed adventure hooks can be used to set up an exciting one shot, lead into a multi-ses-

sion adventure, or inspire an entire campaign. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the 

ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Adventure Hook
1. Somebody is attaching disease-ridden giant rats to tiny hot air balloons and releasing them into the sky. The rats 

drift for several days before landing somewhere in the realm where they then spread a deadly plague.

2. A giant rat with two heads has become somewhat of a tourist attraction within a small farming community. Unfortu-

nately, the cage which holds this creature is poorly put together and on the verge of collapsing.

3. A community of starving farmers has learned that a secret society of mildly-intelligent giant rats is living beneath 

them. In exchange for exterminating them, the community will pay out 3 goats and an acre of land.

4. A twisted and evil baron enjoys personally torturing criminals by placing them in cages with starved giant rats. He 

considers any adventurer who takes treasure from the lands around his city as a criminal.

5. A wererat assassin has trained several giant rats to not only track down their targets, but to also sneak into their 

homes at night and nibble their toes while they sleep, infecting them with deadly diseases.

6. A coastal town is experiencing severe flooding amidst a tropical storm. However, the real danger are the giant rats 

swimming through the streets, some of which are big enough to take down adult alligators.

7. A ridiculously old woman hasn’t noticed that all of her cats have been replaced by the giant rats which, sadly, ate her 

cats. The neighbors are growing concerned for her safety and would like the vermin dealt with.

8. A young boy hopes to bring his parents back to life after they died in a terrible plague. He’s practicing his necroman-

cy skills on giant rats resulting in undead plague rats running amok across the region.

9. A nightmarish species of vampiric giant rats has crossed over the Shadow Realm. They’re now infesting major cities, 

swarming citizens in alleyways, bedrooms, and bathhouses and draining them of their blood.

10. An evil wizard accidentally turned themselves into a giant rat instead of an ancient black dragon. However, they 

retained their spell casting abilities and are moving ahead with their evil plan regardless.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new 1d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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